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Lawn Doctor's Mosquito Control Services
Lawn Doctor of Charleston’s exclusive
Yard Armour® program can help you
protect your family and pets by treating
your entire yard. While no product can
eliminate 100% of pests, our Yard
Armour program will drastically cut
down on mosquito populations and
reduce the likelihood of re-infestations.
What makes it so effective? We take a
multi-treatment approach that coincides
with the various life cycle stages of
mosquitoes. Applications are
scheduled at times that are designed to
deliver optimal results. Once your
mosquito problem is under control, we
provide ongoing maintenance
applications to keep your yard
protected at all times.
In addition to regular treatments, we
will guide you on how to reduce



mosquito populations on your property,
like removing debris and woodpiles and
cleaning up any areas with standing
water.

Seeing a couple of grubs
in your lawn is a cause for
concern. Even if your
lawn is healthy it can still
be damaged by just a
few sub-surface insects. If
you’re noticing grubs in
the lawn or Japanese
beetles on your trees and
shrubs, then you’ve got a
problem. Some other
signs to look for include:

Areas of turf that
feel spongy to walk
on.
Birds and other
small animals (like
raccoons and
moles) that are
suddenly tearing up
your lawn in search
of food.
Dead patches of
grass – despite
adequate watering
– that have irregular
shapes.

If you suspect you have a
grub infestation, one way
to check is to cut out
several sections of turf
that are about one square
foot and a couple inches
deep. If your lawn has
grubs, you’ll see them
feeding in the soil.

Lawn Doctor's Soil
Enrichment Program

Lawn Doctor’s Soil
Enrichment 3-step Program
includes soil-enhancing
elements such as sea kelp,
humic acid, liquid aeration
and much more. It is a
proprietary blend that helps
your lawn thrive during the
stress of summer. This sets
us apart from the
competition. We utilize golf
course turf practices to
deliver this proprietary of
vitality important
ingredients. These vitally
important ingredients
improve your soil structure
so that your lawn can
flourish.
Soil Enrichment Program
includes:

Humic acid
Sea Kelp
Liquid Aeration
Microbe Stimulants
And much more!

EARTHWORMS CAN

IMPROVE YOUR

GARDEN AND SOIL

HEALTH

Earthworms are not just
slimy creatures. They

play a vital role in
improving the quality of

soil in your garden.
Earthworms help to
break down organic

matter, aerate the soil,
and improve drainage.

They also produce
nutrient-rich casts that
are excellent for plant

growth. Adding
earthworms to your
garden can help to

improve the health and
yield of your plants. If

you see these mounds in
your lawn, they are only

there to help.



The Charleston area has very diverse soil types from one end to the other. We have sand on the beaches,
and heavy clay inland. In some cases, there are next-door neighbors with totally different soil types! Luckily
Lawn Doctor has a solution and a service that will help with all soil types. Side note. We kept running into

problems while mechanically aerating such as shallow wires and irrigation lines, shallow phone or cable lines,
termite bait stations, underground dog fences, and on and on!! So we went to work and found a product that

is super beneficial to all soil types, all turf types, and completely stops all the frustrations we had with
mechanical aerations. better with time. Better color, deeper root growth, and better drought resistance, are

some of the benefits of liquid aeration.  

Don't be misguided.....Mole
Crickets are not

earthworms!

Mole crickets are commonly mistaken
for earthworms. These are pictures
of mole cricket tunnels. Mole crickets
are not beneficial to turf. Mole
crickets will feed on the roots of
grass and other plants. Mole crickets
tunnel through the top 1-2 inches of
soil, loosening it and uprooting grass
plants that then dry out and die.
Lawn Doctor guarantees our mole
cricket service for 6 months. Call us
with any questions @ 843-873-5711
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